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The idea that a more comprehensive and sophisticated solution to rampant tooth loss and
edentulism (not having a single original adult tooth left) is less expensive than traditional implant
protocols may seem counter-intuitive, but this is the reality afforded by All on Four implants! The
design of this surgical placement protocol enables qualified and experienced implant dentists to
achieve the unprecedented in oral rehabilitation. And because of these benefits and advantages,
patients are literally able to save tens of thousands of dollars on having a brand new set of fixed and
non-removable teeth placed. In this article on All on Four implants, we shall explore how this
revolutionary tooth replacement technology makes such savings possible.

How All on Four Implants Can Save You Money

1.	All on Four Implants and the Number of Dental Implants Required for Oral Rehabilitation

The first expense to consider when having a new set of permanent teeth placed is how many
implants are required. Traditional implant protocols could require as many as six, eight or even ten
implants per jaw in order to give patients a complete set of teeth. This equates to as many as 20
implants for rehabilitation of both the upper and lower dental arch. Now, when you consider that
each implant costs approximately $3,500 to $4,000, itâ€™s not hard to understand why many patients
consider the technology to be prohibitively expensive!

The surgical protocol behind the placement of All on Four implants involves the affixing of a fully
customized prosthetic dental bridge to the abutments of, as the name suggests, four dental implants
per jaw. So, even patients that require rehabilitation of both jaws are only looking at needing eight
implants to be placed in total. This brings us to the next important saving patients make with All on
Four implantsâ€¦ the number of surgeries required.

2.	All on Four Implants and the Number of Surgeries Required for Oral Rehabilitation

With traditional surgical protocols requiring such a large number of implants to be placed, oral
rehabilitation was approached as a process that took place over the course of a year to a year-and-
a-half. Because there was no way that 20 dental implants could be safely and successfully placed in
a single sitting, these protocols were frequently broken down into smaller, more manageable
surgical sessions, each requiring anesthesia, time off from work and follow-up consultations. The
costs add up! All on Four implants can almost always be placed in a single surgery, in a single day,
significantly reducing the costs patients have to cover in order to have a new set of teeth placed.

3.	All on Four Implants and the Need for Bone Grafting Surgery

Another huge savings that patients can make on oral rehabilitation with All on Four implants is bone
grafting surgery. The surgical protocol was cleverly designed to almost always avoid the need for
this procedure, which is frequently required (a result of bone loss in the jaw) before dental implants
can be placed. This bone volume loss â€“ atrophication - is caused by the missing tooth roots, which
play an important role in keeping this hard tissue alive and stimulated. Avoiding bone grafting
surgery also means that the entire All on Four implants protocol can be completed in a single day
without having to wait for the jaw bone to heal before itâ€™s ready to accept implants.

A Final Note on All on Four Implants
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With only four dental implants and a single surgery required to go from toothless to having a full and
beautiful smile, patients are looking at saving an average of $25,000 on oral rehabilitation with All on
Four implants. For more complex cases of bone loss in the jaw, the savings afforded by All on Four
implants can equate to a staggering $45,000!
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Derrick Jones - About Author:
Derrick Ashley the author of this article is associated with a renowned a Dental Implants center in
Houston, specializing in a All on 4 Dental Implants. His clinic offers All on 4 Implants to help people
to find the lost smile in a day.
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